Abstract. There continues to be great interest in understanding quasi-exactly solvable (QES) systems.
Ψ(x)
x γ A(x) = ∞ n=0 a n x n truncates. The extension of this "truncation" procedure to non-QES states corresponds to the Hill determinant method, which is unstable when the reference function assumes the physical asymptotic form (i.e. where P (j1) |A|P (j2) = δ j1,j2 , and Ω j = P (j) |Ψ . For systems admitting a moment equation representation, such as those considered here, these coefficients can be readily determined. The OPPQ quantization condition, Ω j = 0, is exact for QES states (provided j ≥ d + 1); and is computationally stable, and exponentially convergent, for non-QES states. OPPQ provides an alternate explanation to the Bender-Dunne (BD) orthogonal polynomial formalism for identifying QES states: they correlate with an anomalous kink behavior in the order of the finite difference moment equation associated with the Φ = x γ A(x)Ψ(x) Bessis-representation (i.e. a spontaneous change in the degrees of freedom of the system). This was first noted by Handy and Bessis in their implementation of the Eigenvalue Moment Method (EMM), the first application of semidefinite programming analysis to quantum operators (1985 Phys. Rev. Lett. 55, 931 ). Additional properties ensue, such as Φ non−QES (x) = ∂ d+2 x Υ(x), for states of the same symmetry as the QES states. We study the above with respects to two sextic potentials of the type V (x) = gx 6 + bx 4 + mx 2 + β x 2 .
1. Introduction
Objectives and Overview

Inadequacies of the Hill determinant representation
The study of quasi-exactly solvable (QES) systems has continued to attract much interest because of its relevance to physical systems and extensions to quantum supersymmetry [1] . These correspond to Hamiltonians for which a subset of the discrete spectrum, and corresponding wavefunctions, can be determined in closed form. Their systematic study was initiated by Turbiner [2] [3] [4] [5] . In one space dimension, the typical QES state corresponds to a wavefunction of the form Ψ(x) = P d (x)A(x), where the positive asymptotic configuration A(x) > 0 is known in closed form, and P d (x) is some polynomial of degree 'd' , to be determined. In other words, the ratio
truncates. This truncation philosophy does not naturally extend, as given, to the non-QES states, for reasons given below. This is the primary objective of this work: to develop a unified theoretical and computational framework that can address the QES and non-QES states. Additionally, our methods give a different interpretation for the existence of QES states, from a moments' representation perspective.
One may regard the QES truncation philosophy as a motivating factor for the general Hill determinant quantization philosophy [6] which, in one dimension, represents an arbitrary discrete state as Ψ(x) = x γ A(x)R(x), where γ is the (problem dependent) indicial exponent, A(x) = ∞ j=0 a j x j is an analytic factor, and R(x) is some specified reference function, such as the Gaussian, e −x 2 . One can relate the analytic properties of the wavefunction to the a j 's, which also acquire an energy dependence. The Hill determinant quantization prescription determines those (approximate) energies leading to an effective truncation of the power series expansion, a N (E) = 0, etc. In the limit N → ∞, these energy approximants (for the non-QES states) usually converge to the true physical values, for the Gaussian reference function. The major drawback of this approach, as is well known, is that if the reference function is chosen to mimic the true asymptotic form of the wavefunction, it leads to instabilities and erroneous energy convergence [7] . For the sextic anharmonic oscillator potential, V sa (x) = gx 6 +bx 4 +mx 2 , and the Bender Dunne [8] sextic potential, V BD (x) = x 6 + mx 2 + b x 2 , the physical reference functions are R sa (x) = e 4 , respectively. However, the Hill determinant approach proves unstable in either case, as suggested by the study by Tate and Turbiner [9] . Thus, both QES and non-QES states can be approximated, if a Gaussian type reference function is used. If the true asymptotic form for the physical states could be used as reference functions, then the same quantization approach would generate both the exact QES states and approximate the non-QES states. However, this is inherently impossible within the Hill determinant "truncation" philosophy. Nevertheless, the methods introduced here can do precisely this.
Of relevance to the present formalism is the fact that the Hill determinant method can also be implemented in Fourier space,Ψ(k) = k γ A(k)R(k). It is referred to as the Multiscale Reference Function (MRF) method, originally proposed by Tymczak, Japaridze, Handy, and Wang [10] . The selection of an appropriate, positive, reference function is somewhat limited, with the only viable choice usually being the Gaussian, R(k) = e −k 2 . However, even for this case, the MRF method has better (faster and more monotonic) convergence properties than the configuration space Hill determinant approach. A comparison, for the sextic anharmonic oscillator, is given in Ref. [11] . The MRF method is only implementable if the Schrodinger equation admits a moment equation representation. If so, then the power moments of the (discrete states), µ(p) = dx x p Ψ(x), satisfy a linear, recursive relation that involves the energy as a variable parameter. These are then used to generate the power series coefficients of A(k). The relevance of the MRF method to the present analysis is that what is proposed here can be considered as a merging of the Hill and the MRF into a new and much more powerful representation particularly relevant for QES systems, as well as exactly solvable systems (i.e. for which all discrete states are determinable in closed form), which will be discussed in a subsequent work.
Orthogonal Polynomial Projection Quantization
Recently, Handy and Vrinceanu [11] proposed a new, multidimensional, quantization formalism for systems admitting a moment equation representation. It is referred to as the Orthogonal Polynomial Projection Quantization (OPPQ) method. A motivatng factor was simply to improve upon the known limitations of the Hill determinant analysis. These limitations not only include the aforementioned instabilities when the reference function mimics the physical asymptotic configuration (R(x) → A(x)), but also the requirement that the reference function be analytic (of importance to the Bender Dunne potential). Neither of these is a limitation within OPPQ.
The implementation of OPPQ requires working within a non-orthogonal basis, {P (j) (x)R(x)|j ≥ 0}, formed from the orthonormal polynomials of the positive reference function, R(x): P (j 1 ) |R|P (j 2 ) = δ j 1 ,j 2 . These are used to generate the representation: Ψ(x) = ∞ j=0 Ω j P (j) (x)R(x). The expansion coefficients project out exactly, Ω j = P (j) |Ψ . They correspond to finite sums of the power moments of Ψ. One can easily argue that for a broad class of reference functions, including those asymptotic to the discrete physical states, we must have lim n→∞ Ω n = 0. Assuming the existence of a moment equation (of effective order 1 + m s ), the Ω j 's become linearly dependent on the first 1 + m s power moments through known, energy dependent, coefficients. Therefore, one can define the OPPQ quantization procedure as taking Ω N +ℓ = 0, for ℓ = 0, . . . , m s . This yields an energy dependent determinantal equation, D N (E) = 0, whose roots exponentially converge to the physical states in the N → ∞ limit.
If the asymptotic configuration of the physical states is known in closed form, x γ A(x) > 0 (i.e. if γ = integer, then x → 0 + and x → ∞ are necessary asymptotic limits), then one can take it to be the reference function: R(x) = x γ A(x). In this case, a subset of the OPPQ determinant's roots are the exact QES energies, for N greater than a certain threshold. Specifically, for one dimensional systems, since a QES state must assume the form Ψ QES (x) = P d (x)x γ A(x), and
The QES energies must be the exact roots, D N (E QES ) = 0 for N ≥ d + 1, where each QES state will have its own "d". The non-QES states are approximated by the other roots of the OPPQ determinant; and these approximations converge exponentially fast to the physical values.
Although this work is limited to one dimensional systems, the entire OPPQ formalism can be, and has been, applied in two dimensions. The original work by Handy and Vrinceanu investigated several two dimensional quantum systems including a particular pseudo-hermitian model. A subsequent work applied the OPPQ formalism to the challenging two dimensional infinite dipole problem (two oppositely charged line charges) [12] confirming a large basis Rayleigh Ritz analysis by Amore and Fernandez [13] .
In summary, the Hill determinant truncation philosophy (trivially) works for QES states, but is unstable, or ineffective for the non-QES states. The OPPQ analysis was developed independently of QES considerations, but turns out to be the ideal, unifying quantization framework for both QES and non-QES, as presented here.
Obtaining the QES (Bender Dunne), Energy, Polynomials Within a configuration space Hill representation,
= n a n (E)x n , if the potential function parameters satisfy a particular constraint, then the a n 's will exhibit the defining truncation structure, a n (E) = 0, for n ≥ n * +1, where d ≡ n * ; and for which a n * +1 (E) is a polynomial of degree n * + 1 whose roots correspond to all the QES states for that system. This polynomial is contained in the OPPQ determinant expression; although its forms is not as immediately discernable as it is in the Hill representation for the a n 's. Whereas the Hill representation is inadequate for determining the non-QES states, the OPPQ-Ψ analysis is able to generate both QES and non-QES states in a unified manner.
We would like a moments' representation where the a n * +1 (E) polynomial is also immediately transparent, and both QES and non-QES states can be generated in a unified manner through OPPQ. This is possible within the Bessis representation defined by Φ(x) = x γ A(x)Ψ(x). The OPPQ-Φ analysis now requires working with reference functions of the type R(x) = x 2γ A 2 (x), and their orthonormal polynomials. Note that contratry to the Hill representation, we are not stripping the asymptotic form(s), but further enhancing the new representation by these expressions. Within this representation, the corresponding moments, ν(p) = dx x p Φ(x), have a moment equation that: (i) makes the identification of the a n * +1 (E) polynomial very transparent; and (ii) exhibits a structure that undelies the real reason for the anomalous behavior of the Bender-Dunne (energy dependent) orthogonal polynomials.
Within the Hill representation, the expansion coefficients, a n (E), satisfy a three term recursion relation, becoming polynomials in the energy variable. This recursion relation remains of first order (i.e. a n generates a n+1 , etc.) for all 'n', regardless of the energy (QES or non-QES). One can transform the a n -recursion relation so that it resembles the monic form of the usual three term relation for orthogonal polynomials. Thus, a n (E), an n-th degree polynomial, transforms into an n-th degree polynomial, P (n) bd (E) ∝ a n (E), which satisfies the manifestly monic three term relation P (n)
. What Bender and Dunne did was to reinterpret the existence of QES states, within the P bd -representation, as corresponding to a breakdown of this recursion relation, with γ n * +1 = 0. This relation implies that these monic orthogonal polynomials have a signed weight, w(E), and relative to that weight the quantizing polynomial has zero norm: P (n * +1) bd |w|P (n * +1) bd = 0. From the moments' perspective, the Bender and Dunne interpretation is not necessary because the form of the moment equation for the ν's reveals the true anomaly.
For the non-QES states of different symmetry to the QES states (i.e. the sextic anharmonic oscillator case) , the ν-moment equation is also a three term, first order, recursion relation. However, for the QES states, the moment equation is only of first order for the first n * + 1 moments, {ν(p)|0 ≤ p ≤ n * }. All the other moments satisfy a finite difference equation of second order. Within the context of the moment equation, the ν(n * + 1) moment decouples from the lower order moments; although, it can be generated from the lower order moments through a relation independent of the moment equation. For the QES states within the same symmetry class as the QES states, the disruption is less severe since the first n * + 1 moments must be zero (i.e. ν(p) = 0, ≤ p ≤ n * ); whereas all the higher order moments define a first order finite difference equation. This kink in the order of the underlying moment equation for QES states is the real reason for the Bender-Dunne orthogonal polynomial anomaly.
For the QES states, the {ν(p)|0 ≤ p ≤ n * } moments are polynomials in the energy, E, of degree corresponding to the moment-order ('p'). The BD polynomial P (n+1) bd (E) corresponds to the linear sum of the two moments {ν(n − 1), ν(n)}, involving an energy dependent coefficient that is a monomial in the energy (consistent with the monic form for orthogonal polynomials). Because of the kink in the ν-moment equation, from the moments' perspective, the P (n+1) bd (E) polynomials have no natural extension beyond n ≥ n * . For the non-QES states, for symmetry different than the QES states, the corresponding monic orthogonal polynomials exist (i.e. satisfy the monic orthogonal polynomial three term structure).
In summary, we do not have to look for kinks in the recursive structure of the Bender Dunner orthogonal polynomial representation, it is easier to look for kinks in the nature of the moment equation within the Bessis representation. The latter would seem to be an easier analysis than the former, particularly for multidimensional systems admiting a moment equation representation.
The Bessis Representation: Relevance of the Eigenvalue Moment Method
The existence of QES states as due to a nonuniform moment order structure was known to Handy and Bessis (HB) in the context of their development of the Eigenvalue Moment Method (EMM) [14] [15] [16] , the first application of semidefinite programming (SDP) [17] [18] in quantum physics. We ouline the relevant history since it impacts this work, and underscores the importance of moment representations for quantizing physical systems.
In 1984 Handy [19] discovered that combining the moment equation representation with a particular representation of the moment problem theorems in mathematics (i.e. the nesting property of the Pade approximants of Stieltjes measures) [20] , yielded converging lower and upper bounds to the (one dimensional) bosonic ground state energy, or any other quantum state associated with a known nodal structure (i.e. the first excited state of parity invariant systems). Handy and Bessis (HB) transformed this into a more general, multidimensional, formulation through the use of the moment problem Hankel Hadamard (HH) determinantal inequality constraints, Det(H n ) > 0, where H i,j = µ(i + j), 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n, is the Hankel matrix [21] . Through the underlying moment equation of order 1 + m s , these moments depend linearly on the 1 + m s initialization moments (i.e. referred to as the missing moments by HB), and nonlinearly on the energy parameter. Unlike typical SDP problems that seek to optimize some objective function, the EMM/SDP analysis requires that for each energy parameter value, E, one determine the existence or nonexistence of the nonlinear convex solution set to the HH inequalities (once a suitable normalization condition is chosen, reducing the missing
As the dimension of the Hankel matrix increases, N → ∞, we have E
→ 0, exponentially with 'N', in most cases. This bounding procedure was particularly effective for strongly coupled, singular perturbation type systems for which conventional computational methods could be unreliable.
The EMM analysis, as originally formulated [14] , is a nonlinear optimization problem. There were no efficient SDP algorithms available in 1985, thus limiting the class of problems HB could investigate. The hardest problem amenable to a very basic computational strategy was the sextic anharmonic oscillator. Motivated by this, Bessis realized that by multiplying the wavefunction by its asymptotic form the computational complexity of the sextic anharmonic oscillator problem became equivalent to that for the harmonic oscillator problem. This revealed the anomalous kink behavior of the ν-moment equation for the QES states; however the focus of that first work was on bounding the non-QES energies for the ground and first excited states. In subsequent works [15, 16] Handy was able to transform the nonlinear version of EMM into an equivalent linear programming based formulation which allowed for its implementation to a broad range of multidimensional systems, including the notoriously difficult quadratic Zeeman effect for superstrong magnetic fields [15, 16] . The relevance of moment representations for quantizing singular perturbation-strongly coupled systems had been previously noted by Handy [22] , in the context of finding a more rigorous alternative to lattice high temperature expansions in field theory. This early work introduced the scaling transform, whose perturbative structure in the inverse (lattice) scale depends on the power moments. The relevance of this formalism to incorporating wavelets into quantum mechanics was demonstrated in a subsequent work [23] . Coincidentally, one may characterize EMM as an affine map invariant variational procedure, since it optimizes within the affine map invariant space of polynomials. Indeed, the EMM bounds to the quadratic Zeeman effect were highly correlated with the ground state binding energy estimates of an order dependent, conformal, analysis by LeGuillou and Zinn-Justin [24] ; and similarly for the three dimensional quantum dot [25] . Beyond EMM, advances in SDP code development have progressed rapidly since the 1990s with the impetus coming from combinatorics [26] and reduced density matrix theory in quantum chemistry [27] [28] .
A major focus of EMM analysis is to define new nonnegativity representations for quantum systems. For arbitrary one dimensional systems with real potentials, the probability density satisfies a third order, linear, differential equation, enabling application of EMM bounding methods for all states, depending on the nature of the potential [29] . That is, knowledge of the nodes is not required. The same is true for complex, one dimensional, potentials, because the Herglotz analytic continuation of |Ψ(x)| 2 satisfies a fourth order linear differential equation. One can then use EMM to bound the complex quantum parameters. This was used to support the conjecture on the reality of the discrete spectrum for the pseudo hermitian potential V (x) = ix (i.e. the Bessis conjecture) [30] , as previously suggested by Bender and Boetcher [31] , and subsequently proved by Dorey et al [32] . It was also used to computationally predict the correct onset of PT-symmetry breaking for the pseudo-hermitian potential, V (x) = ix 3 + iax [33] . Other applications include bounding Regge pole parameters relevant to atomic scattering [34, 35] .
Summary of problems and representations to be analyzed
The following sections will examine the sextic anharmonic oscillator potential, V sa (x) = gx 6 + bx 4 + mx 2 , and the BD sextic potential, V BD (x) = x 6 + mx 2 + b x 2 , both within the Ψ representation and the Bessis Φ representation. In each we show how OPPQ yields both the exact QES states and converging approximants to the non-QES states. We also show how the ν-moment equation within the Bessis representation recovers the BD-polynomials and their recursion relation. It is to be re-emphasized that within the Bessis representation, the QES states can be generated two ways:(1) as the roots of an energy polynomial defined by the ν-moments (i.e. effectively the BD energy polynomials); (2) as the exact roots of the OPPQ quantization determinant, for which the remaining roots approximate the non-QES states.
The following discussion pertains to both potentials, but we limit our remarks to the sextic anharmonic oscillator case. The sextic anharmonic oscillator problem admits non-QES states and QES states, for particular potential function parameter values. Within each parity class, there will be QES states. There will be non-QES states of the same parity as the QES states; whereas all states of the opposite parity will be non-QES states. These distinctions may complicate our notation. These distinctions do not arise in the BD sextic potential case because it is defined on the nonnegative real axis.
The sextic anharmonic oscillator Schrodinger equation, in the Ψ representation is
It admits even and odd parity states as indexed by σ = 0, 1, respectively. The QES states are represented by Ψ(x) = P d (x)A(x), for d ≡ n * ≥ 0. Their corresponding parity will be denoted by σ * = 0 or 1. The asterisk notation is exclusively used to identify the QES states and relations. The potential function parameter constraint admitting QES states corresponds to
This condition can only be explicitly derived within two representations; either from the Hill representation truncation analysis, or the ν-moment equation relation within the Bessis function representation. It can be surmized within the Ψ-moment equation representation from a JWKB analysis and then tested through OPPQ. All of these are implemented in the following sections. We will not give explicit algebraic forms for the QES energies, etc., because the relations to be given are transparent and readily implementable by the interested reader. Instead, we focus on the numerical consistency of our results with the underlying OPPQ theory. We do not focus on wavefunction reconstruction because this is also straightforward. Finally, we have streamlined the OPPQ formalism from that originally presented by Handy and Vrinceanu [11] [12] . The present formalism emphasizes the orthonormal polynomials of the physical reference function.
There are several types of polynomials considered here. First is the polynomial factor, P d (x), defining the QES state. Second are the orthonormal polynomials, P (j) (x) corresponding to the positive reference function, A(x) > 0. Third are the BD polynomials in the energy space. Fouth will be the ν-moments which correspond to polynomials in the energy (and whose superposition defines the BD polynomials). The monic form of the OPPQ orthonormal polynomials, P (j) (x), will be denoted byP (j) (x).
Preliminaries
The Ψ-moment equation
Before continuing with the OPPQ generalities, we note that Eq. (1) can be transformed into a moment equation for the discrete states. Define µ(p) ≡ dxx p Ψ(x) where we assume Ψ(x) to be implicitly a bound state, asymptotically vanishing at infinity. Multiplying both sides of Eq. (1) by x p and performing the necessary integration by parts gives the moment equation:
p ≥ 0. The even and odd states separate, Ψ σ (x), σ = 0, 1, respectively. Although not necessary, we prefer to explicitly work within the even and odd representations, in order to reduce the dimensionality of the OPPQ determinant matrix. We denote the power moments for the even or odd states by
and ξ ≡ x 2 , σ = 0 or 1. We note that for the ground and first excited state the ψ σ (ξ) configuration is nonnegative. The corresponding u σ (ρ)-moment equation becomes
The effective order of this homogeneous, linear, moment equation is 1+m s where m s = 2, since the moments {u σ (0), u σ (1), u σ (2)} must be specified, in addition to the energy, before all the other moments can be generated. Imposing an L 1 normalizaiton condition (i.e. ms ℓ=0 u σ (ℓ) = 1, within EMM) reduces these missing moment, or initialization moment, variables, to two. We can represent the moment-missing moment dependence by the relations
where M E,σ (ρ, ℓ) are known energy dependent polynomials (or more generally, rational fraction polynomials in E), satisfying the corresponding moment equation subject to the initialization conditions,
Orthogonal Polynomial Projection Quantization
We review the Orthogonal Polynomial Projection Quantization method in general, and then apply it to QES systems. Suppose A(x) > 0 is a positive, bounded, configuration admitting an infinite set of orthonormal polynomials (our bra-ket notation will omit explicit reference to the underlying weight, for simplicity)
Assume that the quantum system under consideration admits a moment equation, represented as
Consider expanding the desired discrete state in terms of the orthonormal polynomial basis:
One can then project out the expansion coefficients exactly:
Now consider the positive (and assumed finite) integral expression dx
resulting in
The integral condition in Eq. (13) can be satisfied if A decays slower than Ψ 2 (x) allowing the ratio to be integrable. A rougher statement suggests that if A decreases as, or slower, than Ψ then the above is satisfied. Note that we do not want A decreasing so fast that even the unphysical solutions have finite integrals. In this case, the OPPQ quantization conditions will not work. These considerations are also essential within the EMM analysis.
The asymptotic behavior of Eq. (14) suggests that we impose these conditions, at finite order, on appropriate, successive, projection expressions as represented in Eq. (12) . In particular:
where
We note that the degree of D N (E), generally a rational polynomial of the energy , grows as N → ∞, allowing for the generation of converging approximants to all the discrete states.
The energy roots to Eq.(16) generally converge, exponentially fast to the physical energies. The closer A describes the asymptotic behavior of the desired physical state, the faster the convergence. We emphasize that Eq.(16) is valid only if there is no symmetry related condition requiring the any of the missing moments be zero. For parity invariant systems, the above formalism should be implemented within the moment representation for that symmetry class (i.e. Eq. (5)).
Several important features distinguish OPPQ with respect to other methods. First of all, with respect to determining the energies, one does not need the explicit form for A. All that is required is that one be able to generate the orthogonal polynomials accurately. Furthermore, this asymptotic factor does not have to be differentiable. Indeed, for the quartic potential, V (x) = x 4 , using
gives better results than using the gaussian.
Generating the Orthonormal Polynomials for A
This subsection is included for completeness. The orthonormal polynomials of A(x) can be determined through the three term recursion relation for their monic form. Let us denote the monic polynomials byP
. For simplicity, we shall refer to the leading orthonormal coefficient as
, and
. The monic orthogonal polynomials satisfy the well known three term recurrence relation,
forj ≥ 0, whereP
. All these expressions depend on the power moments of the weight
. Given the monic orthogonal polynomials, {P (j) |j ≤ J}, the moments {m(2j + 1), m(2j), m(2j − 1), . . . , m(0)|j ≤ J} are required for generating thẽ α J+1 andγ J coefficients for generating the next monic orthogonal polynomial,P (J+1) (x). The three term recursion relation is usually the preferred procedure for generating the monic orthogonal polynomials. The coefficient n j is then obtained from n 2 j
2 , involving the ratio of the norms. We can transform the monic three term recursion relation into the counterpart for the orthonormal polynomials:
forj ≥ 0, whereP (−1) (x) ≡ 0, and ρ j = n j+1 n j . An alternative representation for the orthogonal polynomials comes from Pade analysis [20] which yields
The latter correspond to the Hankel-Hadamard determinants, which must be positive for a (non-atomic) nonnegative weight (although OPPQ requires A to be positive). Note
j . We can project out, exactly, the Ω coefficients through
OPPQ and Quasi-Exactly Solvable Quantum Systems
This work solely focuses on QES systems; however, for completeness, we contrast their structure with systems referred to as exactly solvable (ES), for which all states are determinable in closed form. In one space dimension, in some suitable coordinate transformed space if necessary, s = s(x), the wavefunction for an ES system will assume the form Ψ(s) = s γ P (n) (s)A(s), where the positive asymptotic form is known in closed form, A(s) > 0, and P (n) (s) is the orthogonal polynomial relative to some positive weight W(s) > 0. As before, γ denotes any required indicial exponent. The application of OPPQ to ES systems will be discussed in a subsequent work.
Quasi-exactly solvable (QES) systems are those admitting wavefunctions of the form
(assuming s(x) = x), where P d (x) is a polynomial of degree "d", to be determined, and not necessarily the orthogonal polynomial of any weight. Within OPPQ, such states will have exactly solvable energies and wavefunctions (i.e. the roots of closed form algebraic functions of the energy, etc.). This statement implicitly assumes the existence of a moment equation. For the remainder of the subsequent presentation (i.e. the sextic anharmonic oscillator), we will take γ = 0. From the discussion and definitions in the previous sections, since
, we know that for the QES states:
That is, the OPPQ quantization condition in Eq. (14) is exactly satisfied at all orders above a certain threshhold (j ≥ d + 1). Assuming that the corresponding missing moments are not identically zero (for that particular state), then Eq. (15) is satisfied for all N ≥ d + 1. Since the M E (i, ℓ) expressions are known in closed form (usually producing an algebraic function of E for the determinant in Eq. (16)) it means that the discrete state energy would be determined in closed form, as the constant roots of Eq. (16) for all orders N ≥ d+1. That is, for QES systems, the determinant quantization expression in Eq.(16) will admit two types of roots, for N ≥ d + 1. There will be the varying roots that converge (exponentially fast) to the true, non-QES states, of the system. The other roots, for arbitrary N ≥ d + 1 will not vary and correspond to the exact energies. Upon determining the QES energies, the corresponding missing moment values are determined, thereby yielding the OPPQ projection coefficients (i.e. Ω j 's), thereby generating the wavefunction.
Additional Moment Identities for QES Solutions
Although OPPQ is dependent on the existence of a moment equation, there is another moment relation inherent to QES solutions that is independent of the existence of such moment equations, but strongly suggest that these systems must admit some form of moment equation.
If we take
= 0, and insert in Eq. (22), or P (j) |Ψ = 0, for j ≥ d + 1, we obtain:
In particular, starting at j = d + 1, this linear, recursive, relation connects all the moments {µ(j)|j ≥ d + 1} to the lower order moments {µ(j)|j ≤ d}. These relations are not valid for the non-QES states, since P If the system is parity invariant, the orthonormal polynomials will involve polynomials of alternating even degrees and odd degrees. Therefore, for the even states,
QES-OPPQ Analysis of Sextic Anharmonic Oscillator
Consider the sextic anharmonic oscillator problem in Eq.(1). The leading asymptotic form for the physical bound states corresponds to
We will illustrate the consistency of the OPPQ analysis applied within the Ψ-representations (i.e. OPPQ-Ψ), which corresponds, in this case, to an m s = 2 moment equation representation. However, the ideal representation that recovers the BenderDunne energy polynomials is that defined by Φ(x) = A(x)Ψ(x), an m s = 0 problem, as discussed in the next section, and referred to as the OPPQ-Φ analysis.
As will be seen in the next section, within the Φ representation, the particular form of the corresponding moment equation will readily reveal the existence of QES states. Within the Ψ representation, this becomes more difficult, unless one specifically implements a Hill representation analysis and confirms the truncation of the A(x) power series factor. However, a systematic examination of the JWKB form for the wavefunction can suggest the possible existence of QES states.
A simple, first order, JWKB approximation for the sextic anharmonic problem suggests that there are QES discrete state wavefunctions of the form Ψ σ (x) = P d (x)A(x), where d = 2n * + σ * , and σ * = 0 or 1, for the even or odd states, respectively. More specifically, the first order JWKB asymptotic form of the discrete state wavefunction gives Ψ(x) ∼ 1 (∂xS(x)) 1 2 exp(−S(x)), where
The asymptotic estimate becomes
. Since there can only be even or odd solutions, the potential function parameters leading to an integer form for d = 2n * + σ * correspond to the QES potential function constraints in Eq. (2) . We can test the validity of this by checking that the OPPQ analysis yields constant QES energy values within the OPPQ framework. As previously noted, the constraint in Eq.(2) can only be explicitly confirmed either within a Hill representation (truncation) analysis, or the ν-moment analysis in the next section.
We will work within each parity symmetry class associated with the QES state. The QES form for the wavefunction will be Ψ σ * (x) = P d (x)A(x) , where P d (x) → x σ * P n * (x 2 ), d = σ * + 2n * , for the even or odd states (σ * = 0, 1):
For notational simplicity, the following discussion implicitly assumes that all references to σ, n implicitly refer to the QES values σ * , n * . We expand the wavefunction in terms of
σ (x 2 ) are the even and odd orthonormal polynomials of A, satisfying P
using the u σ -moment equation in Eq.(6). As suggested in Eq. (29) , this relation is exactly true for QES states. It becomes the OPPQ approximation for non-QES states.
The missing moment order is m s = 2, therefore Eq.(29) must be valid for any three successive j values, provided they are greater than n * + 1. In particular, for j = N, N + 1, N + 2, where N ≥ n * + 1, we obtain the determinantal relation
As stated before, the degree of the D N (E) polynomial increases with N. Eq.(30) will be satisfied by all QES states for fixed index n * . They will be the exact roots of Eq. (30) for all N ≥ n * + 1. The other roots generated from Eq.(30) will approximate, and converge (exponentially fast) to, the non-QES energies. Once the QES energies are determined, the corresponding missing moments are also determined {u σ (0), u σ (1), u σ (2)}, subject to a convenient normalization (i.e. u σ (0) = 1). The OPPQ expansion coefficients in Eq. (27) are then obtained through
generating the closed form expression for the wavefunction, as given in Eq. (26) . The final component is generating the orthonormal polynomials of A. Since P
, the respective orthonormal polynomials are generated by different weights in the ξ-coordinate. We need the power moments of these different weights,
Anticipating the needs of the OPPQ-Φ representation, we define
, where s = 4 for OPPQ-Ψ (i.e. the OPPQ-Φ works with A 2 (x), thus requiring s = 2). Since ∂ x A(s;
x)A(s; x), this generates the moment equation (upon multiplying both sides by x 2ρ+1 and integrating by parts):
where m(ρ) = 
) . Consider the potential function parameters g = 1, b 2 = 8, then the potential function parameter becomes m pot = −(4n * + 2σ * + 1). Tables 1 and 2 give the OPPQ analysis for the corresponding QES and non-QES states for n * = 3. It will be noted that as soon as N ≥ n * + 1, the QES states are exactly determined and remain the same constant roots for the corresponding D N (E) function. The other OPPQ energy roots for D N (E) converge to the non-QES states. We emphasize that the numbers given for the QES states represent the first six-seven decimal places of the exact energies with no rounding off. We also give the OPPQ estimate for the non-QES states, derived from a higher order OPPQ analysis using orthonormal polynomials of exp(−x 4 /4) as developed in Ref. [11] . For completenss, Tables 3 and 4 give both QES and non-QES states derived without working in the explicit parity subspaces. That is, we work with the µ moments directly (m s = 5), generating the corresponding (6 × 6) OPPQ determinantal equation. The N paramter quoted is different from that in Talbes 1 and 2. For Tables 3 and 4 , for the n * = 3 case, the QES states have P d (x) with d = 2n * + σ * , hence the exact QES energies become manifest for N ≥ 7 or 8, depending on the even or odd states, respectively. 
1 
whose differential equation becomes
Let us now assume that Φ(x) is the exponentially decaying configuration for a particular discrete state. Since it has to be continuously differentiable, we can multiply both sides of Eq.(34) by x p and integrate by parts over the entire real axis. Define the Table 3 . Unified OPPQ-Ψ analysis within µ representation for σ * = 0, n * = 3, b = √ 8 and m = −13. QES states E 0 , E 2 , E 4 and E 6 are "exact", while the other states converge fast. Table 4 . Unified OPPQ-Ψ analysis within µ representation for σ * = 1, n * = 3,b = √ 8 and m = −15. QES states E 1 , E 3 , E 5 and E 7 are "exact", while the other states converge fast. power moments ν(p) = dx x p Φ(x), p ≥ 0. These moments satisfy the moment equation:
Given that the physical system admits parity invariant states, the moment equation decouples into the corresponding even and odd order power moments. Define v σ (ρ) = ν(2ρ + σ), σ = 0, 1, corresponding to the even and odd states, respectively. The corresponding moment equations becomes:
and
We can express the above more compactly as
ρ ≥ 0, and σ = 0, 1. The above moments correspond to different Stieltjes measures. Specifically,
The QES-States
The moment equations in Eq.(35-38) are implicitly only valid for the physical states. In general, except for the special QES states, they are of missing moment order m s = 0 since if v σ (0) = 0 (which is the case for the ground and first excited states within EMM), all the higher order moments are generated and become polynomials in the energy:
v σ (ρ) = P olynomial of degree ρ in the energy, E;
We see that if the coefficient of the v σ (ρ + 1) term in Eq.(38) is never zero, for any integer ρ and σ value, then an infinite number of such polynomials are generated. If this coefficient is zero for some ρ = n * and σ * = 0, 1, then the potential function parameters are constrained to
allowing only the first n * + 1 moments to be generated, {v σ * (ρ)|0 ≤ ρ ≤ n * }. Eq. (41) is the QES parameter condition in Eq.(2). We stress that if Eq. (41) is satisfied by the potential function parameters, the states of opposite parity to the QES states, σ = σ * , will satisfy the corresponding version of Eq.(38), and generate all the moments as polynomials in the energy {v σ (ρ)|ρ ≥ 0}. Define the n + 1 degree polynomial
Within the EMM framework, Handy and Bessis [14] realized that if the QES parameter conditions in Eq.(41) are satisifed, then the fact that the ground and first excited states must have nonzero, zeroth-order moments, v σ * (0) = 0, makes them the roots of the respective polynomial
If any other excited state has its zeroth order moment also nonzero, then it too must be a root of the above polynomial. The question is, will this property also hold for all the first n * excited states? The answer is yes. The proof, known to HB, is given below. That is, all the n * + 1 roots of this polynomial correspond to the QES states.
Moments' Proof that all the roots of P
(n * +1) σ *
(E) = 0, correspond to the QES states
We assume that the potential function parameters satisfy the constraint in Eq.(41). Within the EMM framework, P (n * +1) σ * (E) = 0 yields the QES energy root corresponding to the lowest energy within the σ * (even/odd parity) symmetry class, since the corresponding zeroth order moment is non-zero, v σ * (0) = 0, due to the underlying positivity (if σ * = 0) or nonnegativity (if σ * = 1), for the ground or first excited state Stieltjes measure (Eq. (4)), respectively. The other higher energy states (i.e. second, third, etc.) in the σ * -symmetry class must satisfy Eq.(38) for the moments {v σ * (ρ)|0 ≤ ρ ≤ n * }. Given that this is an m s = 0 moment equation, there are only two possibilities for any such excited state: v σ * (0) = 0, or v σ * (0) = 0. If the second option holds, then that energy must be a root of the n * + 1 degree polynomial given in Eq.(43). Therefore, we focus on the first option, which although a real possibility, will be shown not to hold, for any of the first n * + 1 states (i.e. the QES states) . In fact, there are two proofs for this. We give the original (unpublished) analysis, followed by the proof based on assuming the states have the OPPQ/QES form discussed previously:
2 (x). If we assume that a particular excited state has v σ * (0) = 0, then the moment equation tells us that v σ * (ρ) = 0, for 0 ≤ ρ ≤ n * ,although not necessarily for v σ * (n * + 1), since it is not generated by the moment equation.
EMM-Moment Equation Proof
The Sturm-Liouville character of the sextic problem tells us that within the symmetry class corresponding to σ * , all states are uniquely characterized by the number of nodes along the positive real axis, ξ = x 2 > 0. The ground state has no nodes at all. The first excited state has no nodes along the positive axis (its only node is at the origin). The next higher energy state, within the even parity or odd parity states, will have one node along the positive axis, etc. Let us denote the first n * + 1 states within the σ * symmetry class ( ordered in terms of energy or number of nodes on the positive real axis) by φ σ * ,j (ξ), 0 ≤ j ≤ n * . The lowest energy state (j = 0) is either the ground or first excited state, depending on σ * . Let {r σ * ,j;i |1 ≤ i ≤ j} denote the nodes along the positive ξ -real line, for the j ≥ 1 state; therefore the configuration π σ * ,j (ξ) = φ σ * ,j (ξ)Π j i=1 (ξ − r σ * ,j;i ) must be nonnegative (i.e. can be chosen as such). However, this means that its power moments must be positive:
In particular, the zeroth moment is the linear superposition of all the first 1 + j moments of φ σ * ,j (ξ) (i.e. {v σ * (0), . . . , v σ * (j)}). However, our starting assumption is that all of these are zero, provided j ≤ n * . This is a contradiction, so Eq.(43) is the quantization condition for all the first n * + 1, QES states.
OPPQ-QES Proof
From OPPQ-Ψ we argued that the QES states must have the form Ψ(
denote the orthonormal polynomials of the respective even weights x 2σ * A 2 (x). We therefore have dxO (n * +q) σ * (x 2 )x σ * Φ σ * (x) = 0, for q ≥ 1. However, these integrals correspond to a linear sum of the power moments {v σ * (0), . . . , v σ * (n * + q)}. If all v σ * (ρ) = 0, for ρ ≤ n * , then so too must v σ * (n * + 1), and thereby all the higher order moments. This essentially would imply that Φ σ * (x) = 0, a contradiction. We note that both proofs rely on the existence of an m s = 0 moment equation for the first n * + 1 moments. Neither makes use of the moment equation for the moment of order higher than n * . . This proves our claim, for the sextic anharmonic oscillator case. The same result is true for the Bender Dunne potential, with respects to the first n * + 1 moments being zero. However, the implications for the form of the corresponding Φ(x) configuration is complicated by the singular (indicial factor) required.
Overview of the Moment Equation Structure for the QES and non-QES States
If the potential function parameters satisfy Eq.(41), we will refer to this as "V(x) is of QES type". Unless otherwize indicated, the following discussion pertains to this case. The corresponding moment equation for the σ * parity states (QES or non-QES) will decouple the v σ * (n * + 1) moment from the lower order moments. For the QES states, the first n * + 1 moments define an m s = 0 moment equation. From Eq.(38), taking ρ = n * + 1, we see that the ν σ * (n * + 2) moment couples to {ν σ * (n * + 1), ν σ * (n * )}, where the ν σ * (n * ) moment, in turn, is determined by the zeroth moment ν σ * (0). Thus the QES states moments' {ν σ * (ρ)|ρ ≥ n * + 2} couple, linearly, to the moments {ν σ * (n * + 1), ν σ * (0)}. In summary, the first n * + 1 moments, for the QES states, satisfy an m s = 0 moment equation. The higher order moments will satisfy an effective m s = 1 moment equation. We do not have to use the roots of the energy polynomial in Eq.(43), to determine the QES energies. We can apply OPPQ to the {ν σ * (ρ)|ρ ≥ n * + 2} moments ( an m s = 1 moment equation). It will generate the exact QES energies for N above a certain threshold. This is detailed in Sec. V. This same OPPQ analysis will also generate many more roots to the OPPQ determinant. These will be (converging) approximants to the non-QES energies, in the N → ∞ limit. One can verify that these OPPQ solutions correspond to solutions for which the zeroth order moment vanishes asymptotically (lim N →∞ v σ * (0) = 0) corresponding to the non-QES states. This is also discussed in Sec. V. Continuing with the case of "V(x) of QES type", the non-QES states of the same symmetry as the QES states must satisfy the same moment equation. From Eq.(38), if ρ = n * + 1, then v σ * (n * + 2) is determined by v σ * (n * + 1) since v σ * (n * ) = 0, for these non-QES states. In other words, the non-QES states of the same symmetry as the QES states, satisfy an m s = 0 missing moment relation, with respect to the moments of order n * + 1 and higher. They are all linearly dependent on v σ * (n * + 1). Tables 5  and 6 uses OPPQ on the higher order moments to compute the non-QES states, of the same parity as the QES states, assuming {v σ * (ρ) = 0|0 ≤ ρ ≤ n * }. The details of this analysis are also given in Sec. V. If V(x) is of "QES type", then there will be non-QES states of opposite parity to the QES states. In this case, Eq.(38) is a full m s = 0 moment equation, for all moments {v σ (ρ)|ρ ≥ 0}. If V(x) is not of "QES type", then all states satisfy Eq.(38) which is, again, an m s = 0, moment equation. We summarize all the above in Table 7 . Table 5 . OPPQ-Φ determination of non-QES states (of σ * symmetry) computed by taking v σ * (ρ) = 0, 0 ≤ ρ ≤ n * , and {v σ * (ρ)|ρ ≥ n * + 1} satisfy an effective m s = 0 moment equation. Refer to Eq.(38). Table 6 . OPPQ-Φ determination of non-QES states (of σ * symmetry) computed by taking v σ * (ρ) = 0, 0 ≤ ρ ≤ n * , and {v σ * (ρ)|ρ ≥ n * + 1} satisfy an effective m s = 0 moment equation. Refer to Eq.(38). Table 7 . Moment Equation Structure for Sextic Anharmonic Potential for V(x) = "QES Type" (QES) or "not of QES Type" (N-QES); Φ σ (x) = QES or N-QES. Refer to Eq.(38).
Application of OPPQ recovers non-QES energies given in Tables 5 and 6 . b Application of OPPQ (instead of Eq.(43)) gives exact QES energies, N ≥ d + 1; and the non-QES energies in the N → ∞ limit.
Defining the 3-Term Recursive Relation for the Bender-Dunne Energy-Polynomials
For the m s = 0 cases indicated in Table 7 , the indicated v σ (ρ) moments are polynomials in the energy and satisfy a three term recursion. One can readily transform all of these cases into the Bender-Dunne (monic) polynomials, although the more interesting case is for the QES states, for comparison purposes within our formulation. For future reference, we define the coefficient functions in Eq.(38):
No potential function parameters can lead to C σ;1 = 0 for two sets of (ρ, σ) values. To do so would require (
(σ 2 − σ 1 ), which is impossible for integer differences. Define the (non-monic) polynomials.
If the potential function parameters satisfy C σ;1 (m, b, g; ρ) = 0, for all ρ's and σ's, then these will satisfy the three term recursion relation:
for 0 ≤ ρ < ∞. If the potential function parameters satisfy the QES conditions for a particular (n * , σ * ) pair, then Eq.(46) is valid only for 0 ≤ ρ ≤ n * . Based on choosing v σ (0) = 1, the corresponding zeroth order polynomial becomes P
σ (E) = C σ;1 (m, b, g; 0). We can always choose v σ (0) to give us the desired normalization for P (0) σ (E). The three term recursion relation in Eq.(46) does not correspond to a three term relation for monic (orthogonal ) polynomials. To do so requires the modifications discussed in the context of Eq. (18) . Specifically, letP
+ σ), and γ ρ = −2ρ(2ρ − 1 + 2σ)β ρ . Then the monic form of Eq.(46) becomes:
Since f n * +1 = (Π n * i=0 C σ * ;1 (m, b, g; i))f 0 , and the QES parameter conditions correspond to C σ * ;1 (m, b, g; n * + 1) = 0, we see that the above monic form is valid for the QES states. Also,γ n * +1 = 0 which tells us that P (n * +1) σ * |P (n * +1) σ * = 0.
Quantization of QES and Non-QES States via OPPQ-Φ
Whereas the OPPQ-Ψ formulation involved an m s = 2 moment equation, its structure does not change regardless of the QES or non-QES character of the solution. That is, the same computational (numerical and algebraic) procedure generates either type of state. However, in the present OPPQ-Φ formulation, the varying nature of the missing moment order, m s , as given in Table 7 , results in various OPPQ representations, as detailed below. Let V sa (x) = gx 6 + bx 4 + mx 2 be the potential function. In the first two cases given in Table 7 , (V sa of non-QES type, or σ = σ * non-QES solutions for V sa of QES type) the moment equation is of uniform m s = 0 order for {v σ (ρ)|ρ ≥ 0}. The resulting OPPQ determinant is 1 × 1, corresponding to a pure energy polynomial whose roots generate all the discrete state energies in the N → ∞ limits. If V sa (x) is of QES type, then for the QES parity class, σ = σ * , both non-QES and QES states have the same moment equation. However, for the non-QES states, all moments of order no greater than n * will be zero, v σ * (ρ) = 0, if ρ ≤ n * . The remaining moments, {v σ * (ρ)|ρ ≥ n * + 2}, linearly depend on v σ * (n * + 1). This is also an effective m s = 0 relation; and the OPPQ determinant is a 1 × 1 energy dependent polynomial. Application of OPPQ yields the non-QES energies, as shown in Tables 5 and 6 . For the QES states, the moments {v σ * (ρ)|ρ ≥ n * + 2} become linearly dependent on {v σ * (n * + 1), v σ * (n * )} defining an m s = 1 moment equation; however, since v σ * (n * ) is linearly dependent on v σ * (0) = 0, the {v σ * (ρ)|ρ ≥ n * + 2} become linearly dependent on {v σ * (n * + 1), v σ * (0)}. We summarize the moment equation structure in Table 8 . Table 8 . Missing Moment Structure for Sextic Anharmonic Potential for V(x) = "QES Type" (QES) or "not of QES Type" (N-QES); Φ σ (x) = QES or N-QES. Refer to Eq.(38).
Within OPPQ-Φ we must work with the orthonormal polynomials of W(x) ≡ A 2 (x), where A(x) is defined in Eq. (33) . The asymptotic exponential form of all the physical states, within the Φ representation, is given by W(x). For the general even and odd parity states (σ = 0, 1), the OPPQ representation becomes
σ (x 2 ) represent the even and odd orthonormal polynomials of the weight
The expansion coefficients are given by
Depending on which case is considered, as summarized in Table 8 , the {v σ (i)} moments will be linearly dependent either on v σ (0) (i.e. cases 1 and 2), v σ (n * + 1) (i.e. case 3, in which v σ * (≤ n * ) = 0), or on both (for the QES states). We can represent each of these by (using the notation in Table 7 and 8 )
Quantization corresponds to setting Ω N +ℓ (v σ (0), v σ (m s (n * + 1))) = 0, for 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ m s , and N → ∞, resulting in the determinantal condition (either 1 × 1 or 2 × 2)
Non-QES-Potentials
For case 1 in Table 8 , m s = 0 and D N (E) corresponds to the determinant of a 1 × 1 matrix. The OPPQ-Φ analysis will generate rapidly converging approximants to the true physical values. The results of this are not given here, but are in keeping with Tables 3 and 4 .
Non-QES states for QES-Potentials
If the potential function parameters satisfy the QES conditions, let the non-QES states be represented as Φ σ (x). If σ = σ * , then the previous case applies and the corresponding moment equation is of m s = 0 form. If σ = σ * , then the non-QES states must have v σ * (ρ) = 0 for 0 ≤ ρ ≤ n * . Only the moments {v σ * (ρ)|ρ ≥ n * + 1} are nonzero, and satisfy an effective m s = 0 relation. One can apply OPPQ on the nonzero moments:
The results are given in Tables 5 and 6. QES states: Approach-I When the potential function parameters do satisfy the QES constraints, then the QES state energies are determined from Eq.(43). The {v σ * (ρ)|0 ≤ ρ ≤ n * } moments are determined from v σ * (0) = 0 (which can be normalized arbitrarily) . The higher order moments {v σ * (ρ)|ρ ≥ n * + 1} are determined by the exact (OPPQ) identities
QES states: Approach-II An alternative approach is to not determine the QES states from Eq.(41) but actually use the moment equation in Eq.(38) to generate linear constraints amongst the {v σ (ρ)|0 ≤ ρ ≤ n * } (i.e. they all depend on v σ (0)), and amongst the {v σ (ρ)|ρ ≥ n * + 2} with respect to the {v σ (0), v σ (n * + 1) moments (i.e. the linear dependence will be derived below). This is represented in Eq.(50). We now focus on deriving its form and applying OPPQ to it.
QES Potential and Arbitrary (QES or non-QES) States:
Generating the v σ * (ρ) moments for ρ ≥ n * + 2
We now consider the moment equation for the QES-potential case and for all states of the QES symmetry class σ = σ * . Our primary motivation is to show that OPPQ-Φ will recover the exact QES energies, for all N ≥ d + 1, with respects to the {v σ * (ρ)|ρ ≥ n * + 1} moments. This corresponds to an m s = 1 problem. However, in the N → ∞ limit the OPPQ determinant (of the underlying 2 × 2 matrix) also generates other energy roots not related to the QES states. These will correspond to the non-QES states, and exponentially converge to the true energies in the infinite limit. In this approach, we are ignoring that Eq.(43) also tells us that the QES states are the roots of the BD polynomials.
As previously noted, the moment equation under the QES-potential condition in Eq. (41), and for the σ * parity states (QES or non-QES) does not have a uniform m s index. The first n * + 1 moments are linearly connected to v σ * (0), thus defining an effective m s = 0 relationship; whereas all the other moment are linearly related to {v σ * (n * + 1), v σ * (n * )}, or equivalently {v σ * (n * + 1), v σ * (0)}; thereby defining an effective m s = 1 problem. We are explicitly not using the fact that for the non-QES states: (v σ * (0) = 0. For simplicity, we further abbreviate the notation for the relevant coefficient functions:
The moment equation for the QES-symmetry class states (QES and non-QES states) then becomes:
for 0 ≤ ρ ≤ n * − 1 and ρ ≥ n * + 1, separately. The recursive nature of Eq.(55) for 0 ≤ ρ ≤ n * − 1 defines the relation
From Eq.(55) we see that v σ * (n * + 2) is generated through the linear superposition of{v σ * (n * + 1), v σ * (n * )}. In general, we can express all the {v σ * (ρ)|ρ ≥ n * } moments in terms of the linear sum of {v σ * (n * ), v σ * (n * + 1)}:
for ρ ≥ n * , where
Inserting Eq.(57) into Eq. (55), and making use of the independence of {v σ * (n), v σ * (n + 1)}, gives:
for ρ ≥ n * + 1 and ℓ = n * , n * + 1 subject to the initialization conditions in Eq.(58).
Thus M E,σ * (n * + 2, n * ) =
and M E,σ * (n * + 2, n * + 1) =
, yielding
where M E,σ * (ρ, 0) = M E,σ * (ρ, n * )M E,σ * (n * , 0). Also, it is implicitly understood that M E,σ * (ρ, n * + 1) = 0 for 0 ≤ ρ ≤ n * . Having defined Eq.(61), which effectively defines an m s = 1 moment recursion relation, we want to implement Eq.(51), the OPPQ condition.
for N ≥ n * + 1. We know that the QES energies given by Eq.(43) must also satisfy Eq.(62), since it embodies the exact OPPQ conditions for these states. Therefore, the OPPQ determinant must factorize according to
for N ≥ n * + 1. That is, the first polynomial factor is that for the QES states in Eq.(43). The second polynomial factor's roots become the OPPQ converging Tables 9 and 10 where we compare the (exact) QES and non-QES energies generated through the above OPPQ analysis with the QES energies generated from the BD energy polynomial.
The Configuration Space QES Analysis
We want to contrast the previous moment QES formulation with the conventional configuration space analysis. Although the configuration space analysis is easier to implement, its major deficiency is that it does not immediately transfer to the non-QES states. That is, the Bender-Dunne factorization property for their polynomials does not give any immediate information about the non-QES states, in contrast to the OPPQ factorization property expressed in Eq.(63). This is primarily due to the inherent instability of the configuration space Hill determinant approach, which tries to quantize by imposing a truncation strategy to the ratio
Although the moment's and configuration space representation generate the same QES-polynomials, the moment's formulation naturally truncates the polynomials of degree greater than n * + 1 in Eq.(42) when defined in terms of the v σ * (n)'s; however, if the recursion relation in Eq.(46) is used, there is the misleading appearance that they can be defined up to degree n * + 2 based on the discussion pertaining to Eq.(47) (althoughγ n * +1 = 0). All this is because the moment equation decouples the v σ * (n * + 1) from the lower order moments; while, all the higher order moments (i.e. v σ * (ρ), ρ ≥ n σ * + 1) couple to v σ * (0) and v σ * (n * + 1). This is not the case for the configuration space generated energy polynomials. One can generate them to all orders, as given by the power series expansion a j 's. The order of the recursion relation for the a j 's stays the same (i.e. order one) regardless of the QES or non-QES nature of the state. Define the analytic function
resuting in:
The coefficients are polynomials in the energy. For the power series to naturally truncate we want c I (E) = 0 and the coeffieicnt of c I−1 to be zero. This will make c i+1 = 0 for all i ≥ I. If we call I = n * + 1, we recover the QES condition on the parameter and c n * +1 (E) becomes proportional to P (n * +1) σ * (E). We note that under the QES condition, since the coefficient of c i−1 is zero, for i = n * + 1, the QES states correspond to c n * +1 (E) = 0. However, these will always be the zeroes for the higher order polynomials, c i+1 (E), for i ≥ n * + 1. More importantly, if the potential function parameters satisfy the QES conditions, all the {c i (E)|i ≥ 0} polynomials can be generated through a recursive, first order, relation. This is not the case for the v σ * (ρ) energy-polynomials, since they naturally truncate at ρ = n * . Furthermore, the finite order recursion relation for these moments is not of uniform order, as argued in the previous sections. If we move the c i term in Eq.(65) to the left hand side, we note that the recursive structure is the reverse of the moment equation in Eq.(38), in the sense defined below.
That is, the recursive structure of the c i 's, for 0 ≤ i ≤ n * + 1, produces the polynomial c n * +1 (E), which is the same as that generated by the v σ * (ρ), for 0 ≤ ρ ≤ n * , and combined to produce the P (n * +1) σ * (E) polynomial in Eqs.(42-43).
The Bender-Dunne Sextic Potential
We now consider the original Bender-Dunne Hamiltonian (with potential V BD )
The wavefunction must assume the form Ψ(x) = x γ A(x 2 ), near the origin. Since the probability density must be integrable it follows that γ > − . We take γ = 2s − . Here δ = γ + 2d, since P d (x 2 ) is a polynomial of degree 2d. That is,' A Hill representation truncation analysis for
We see that if 4n * + 2γ + m + 3 = 0, or J = n * + 1,
determines the QES states; and C(x 2 ) = P olynomial of degree x 2n * ≡ P n * (x 2 ). That
, consistent with the Ψ-asymptotic analysis above. As in the OPPQ-Ψ analysis, we could develop a moment equation for Ψ, retaining the indicial exponent. However, one's first inclination is to strip the indicial factor, in order to generate a less complicated analysis. We will do so for illustrative purposes, only. As we shall see, stripping the indicial factor is incorrect: the Bessis representation is obtained by not only keeping the indicial factor but further enhancing it by an additional indicial factor:
. We note that the latter is multiplying Ψ(x) by its leading asymptotic form as x → ∞ as well as x → 0. Before examining the Bessis representation, we implement OPPQ on two representations. The first of these involves stripping the wavefunction of the indicial factor: A(x 2 ) = x −γ Ψ(x). The second will be to enhance this by multiplying by the physical (exponentially decaying) asymptotic form,Φ(x 2 ) = x −γ Ψ(x)A(x 2 ). For the first case, we work with the even power moments of A(x 2 ):
Upon multiplying both sides by x 2ρ+2 and integrating by parts we obtain the moment equation u(ρ + 4) = −mu(ρ + 2) + Eu(ρ + 1) + 2(ρ + 1 − γ)(2ρ + 1)u(ρ), ρ ≥ 0.
(72)
The missing moment structure m s = 3, resulting in u(ρ) = 3 ℓ=0 M E (ρ, ℓ) u(ℓ). The OPPQ analysis is done with respects to the representation A(x 2 ) = ∞ j=0 Ω j P (j) (x)A(x). The data in Table 11 gives the results for n * = 3, J = n * + 1 = 4, s = 1. We emphasize that our objective is not to show the full convergence of the non-QES states, which becomes manifest at higher orders (i.e. N → ∞), but to suggest the veracity of our OPPQ analysis as applied to both QES and non-QES states. . Additionally, the integral expressions are finite for ρ ≥ −1. We therefore we have the following moment equation, valid for γ > − , then only the first n * + 1 moments can be generated {ν(ρ)|0 ≤ ρ ≤ n * }, all defining an effective m s = 0 missing moment problem in which the corresponding moments become polynomials in the energy (i.e. ν(0) = 1), ν(ρ) = P olynomial of degree ρ in E. The non-QES states must have these first n * + 1 moments identically zero:
ν QES (ρ) = 0, 0 ≤ ρ ≤ n * , ν non−QES (ρ) = 0, 0 ≤ ρ ≤ n * , if V BD admits QES states.
As in the sextic anharmonic oscillator case, the ν(n * + 1) moment decouples from the moment equation. We can repeat all the different types of OPPQ computational implementations done for the sextic anharmonic oscillator; however, we are only interested in repeating the OPPQ computational analysis that uniformly generates the QES and the non-QES states.
As in the sextic anharmonic oscillator case, if the V BD potential admits QES states, then the {ν(ρ)|ρ ≥ n * + 2} moments couple to the {ν(n * + 1), ν(n * )} moments, through an effective m s = 1 recursion relation. However, ν(n * ) couples to all the lower order moments through an m s = 0 recursion relation. Therefore, the {ν(ρ)|ρ ≥ n * + 2} effectively couple, through an m s = 1 relation, to {ν(n * + 1), ν(0)} . We can apply OPPQ on this relation and uniformly obtain the QES and non-QES states. That is, we are not using the BD energy polynomials,these are contained within the OPPQ conditions. The following discussion defines the necessary relation connecting the {ν(ρ)|ρ ≥ n * + 2} moments to the {ν(n * + 1), ν(0)} moments.
Within the Bessis representation Φ(x) = Ψ(x)x γ A(x), A(x) = e −x 4 4 , the OPPQ representation becomes Φ(x) = ∞ j=0 Ω j Q (j) (x)x 2γ A 2 (x), where the Q (j) (x) are the orthonormal polynomials of B(x) ≡ x 2γ A 2 (x). We will work on the half real axis in terms of the x 2 variable. We make explicit this x 2 dependence, Φ(x) → Φ(x 2 ), A(x) → A(x 2 ), B(x) → B(x 2 ), and Q (j) (x) → Q (j) (x 2 ). Define A σ (x 2 ) = exp(−
), where σ = 2. The orthonormality property for the Q (j) (x 2 )'s becomes
where ξ = x 2 . These orthonormal polynomials are generated from the moments , we obtain m(ρ) = i ξ i . We now repeat the OPPQ analysis we did for the sextic anharmonic oscillator. The {ν(ρ)|0 ≤ ρ ≤ n * } moments satisfy an m s = 0 moment equation regardless of the nature of the discrete state. This is true for the QES states. This is true for the non-QES states when the potential function satisfies the QES condition; although in this case, they are identically zero (in the following analysis we do not impose this, but it will be the result as the OPPQ quantization order goes to infinity, N → ∞). If the potential function does not satisfy the QES conditions, then all the states satisfy an m s = 0 moment equation, to all order. Accordingly, we have:
All the moments of order n * + 2 or higher, are linearly dependent on the moments {ν(n * ), ν(n * + 1)}:
ν(ρ) = n * +1 ℓ=n * N E (ρ, ℓ)ν(ℓ), n * + 2 ≤ ρ < ∞, N E (ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 ) = δ ℓ 1 ,ℓ 2 , n * ≤ ℓ 1,2 ≤ n * + 1,
where N E (ρ, ℓ) satisfies Eq.(78) for n * + 2 ≤ ρ < ∞.
The latter results in a 2 × 2 set of simultaneous equations whose determinant exhibits the factorized form D N (E) = P oly QES (E) × P oly nonQES (E). The QES polynomial factor contains all the QES roots consitent with the BD energy polynomial. The other polynomial factor generates the approximate non-QES energies through its roots that converge, exponentially fast, to the true non-QES values. The results of this analysis are given in Table 13 , with a much improved convergence compared to the case reflected in Table 12 .
Conclusion
We have presented an extensive OPPQ analysis of the QES and non-QES states for the sextic anharmonic oscillator and the Bender and Dunne sextic potential. The OPPQ analysis in either the Ψ representation or Φ representation yields the exact QES states and approximates the non-QES states (through converging approximants). Within the Bessis function representation (Φ) we can recover the configuration space Bender and Dunne energy orthogonal polynomials, leading to exact formulas for the energies, as well as the wavefunctions. We have shown that the reason for the singular behavior (breakdown) of the Bender and Dunne orthogonal polynomials is due to the breakdown of the order of the moment equation in the Bessis representation. This moments' intepretation was known by Handy and Bessis within the context of their formulation of the Eigenvalue Moment Method. This breakdwon in the moment Parameters s = 1, J = n * + 1, and n * = 3.
